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In many electric systems worldwide the penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) at the dis-
tribution levels is increasing. This penetration brings in different challenges for electricity system
management; however if the ﬂexibility of those DER is well managed opportunities arise for coordina-
tion. At high voltage levels under responsibility of the system operator, trading mechanisms like con-
tracts for ancillary services and balancing markets provide opportunities for economic efﬁcient supply of
system ﬂexibility services. In a situation with smart metering and real-time management of distribution
networks, similar arrangements could be enabled for medium- and low-voltage levels. This paper pre-
sents a review and classiﬁcation of existing DER as ﬂexibility providers and a breakdown of trading
platforms for DER ﬂexibility in electricity markets.
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Traditionally low voltage grids have been designed to transport
electricity towards residential users for consumption. However,
due to the increased penetration of Distributed Energy Resources
(DER), low voltage grids are increasingly used as carriers of bi-
directional electricity ﬂows. The penetration of DER such as dis-
tributed generation (DG), electric storage and electric vehicles
(EVs) signiﬁcantly affect the operations of distribution grids [1,2].
In Germany for example, the growth of Solar Photovoltaics (PV)
reached a level of 38 GW installed in 2013 and affected grid sta-
bility in some local areas [3]. Large numbers of PV installations are
noticed in The United States (US) within California, Arizona and
Hawaii [4]. Other examples of DER rises are a signiﬁcant growth of
EVs in Norway – where EVs stood for 12.5% of new car sales in
2014 – California – with almost 130.000 plug-in vehicles on the
roads by the end of 2014 – and CHP in Denmark [5–7].
On one hand, this DER development is positive due to reduc-
tions in CO2 emissions with sustainable DG, decreased use of
transmission lines, increased self-consumption and the increasing
independence of customers from central grid power [8]. However,
regardless of those, DER is potentially problematic for grid stability
and reliability due to congestion and voltage issues [9,10]. These
concerns are mostly posing effects on the distribution network,
which is under supervision of the Distribution System Operator
(DSO) in Europe or integrated service utility (in some places in the
US). The German example shows that due to local electricity over
production at the sunny moments of the day, reliability of supply
is endangered in distribution grids [11–13]. In France, realistic
forecasts count on 450.000 Plug-in Electric Vehicles on the road by
2020 [14]; if this objective is reached, simultaneous charging of
these EVs could stand for between 5 and 20% of the annual peak
load [14].
Existing research describes effects of DER penetration from
both a technical and economic perspective. For example, [9] and
[15] discuss the impact of PV penetration on grid stability and the
improvements that storage would provide. An holistic approach of
DER management has been brieﬂy discussed for the Norway sector
[16]. Possibilities exist to use the vehicle to grid systems for ben-
eﬁts of the overall electricity system as described by [17,18]. Re-
search highlights especially the difﬁculties for the DSO with in-
creasing penetration of DER. The effects of DER on the ﬁnancial
position of the DSO has been presented [19] together with the
possible new roles of the DSO [20,21]. A approach on how DSO
charges should be set up to incorporate DER has been described
[22] as well as methods to remunerate DSOs with high penetration
of DER [23]. Research showed that there are problems to be solved
especially for distribution pricing [24,25] and therefore an ap-
proach for such network tariff design with high DER penetration
has been presented [1].
DER can provide value in smart grids with their electric ﬂex-
ibility [26], however a review of DER sources, their technical
limitations for providing electric ﬂexibility together with possibi-
lities for economic trading of ﬂexibility services is lacking. Con-
sequently, this paper presents a review and classiﬁcation of ex-
isting DER as ﬂexibility providers and a detailed breakdown of
trading platforms for DER in electricity markets.
Finally, this review ends with policy recommendations for
management of electric ﬂexibility from DER. Depending on systemstatus and policy objectives, some arrangements might better
serve system purposes than others. Due to its scope, this paper is
of interest for policymakers in both liberalized and vertical in-
tegrated electricity sectors, next to electricity suppliers, network
managers and emerging actors like aggregators and Energy Service
Companies (ESCOs).
This paper starts with a description of general changes in the
electricity system in Section 2. Section 3 presents a review of the
most common Distributed Energy Resources and their technical
characteristics. Section 4 presents an overview of markets for
ﬂexibility trading. Next, Section 5 reviews incentives for DER
management like tariffs, contracts and direct control. After, the
discussion in Section 6 presents other important factors that
should be taken into account for effective market design. Lastly, in
Section 7 the conclusions are presented.2. From traditional to smart electricity systems
The development from traditional to smart systems is seen
world wide, with examples in Europe [27], United States, China
[28], Australia [29] and Brazil [30]. These developments in elec-
tricity sectors challenge the traditional centralized management of
electricity systems. The increased penetration of renewable energy
sources (RES), the distribution of electricity production, the pe-
netration of Distributed Energy Resources and the move towards
smart-metering and demand response call for a different approach
on electricity consumption and production.
Supportive Feed-in-Tariffs in for example Germany incentivized
the installation of small solar panels in the residential and com-
mercial sector. In 2014 Germany had 38 GW capacity of Solar PV
installed, with a large part, (more than 60%) located at low voltage
levels [11]. Other examples of rapidly developing residential solar
PV segment are found in Belgium (where 1 out of 13 households
are equipped with a PV system), Denmark, Greece and the United
Kingdom [11]. Likewise, large numbers of PV installations are
noticed in The United States (US) in California, Arizona and Hawaii
[4]. Electricity generation is thus increasingly placed at the dis-
tribution grid as an alternative of at the transmission grid level.
This affects the distributed nature of electricity generation [8].
Demand response is a term that refers to “the changes in
electric usage by end-use customers from their normal con-
sumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity
over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower
electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when
system reliability is jeopardized” [31]. Distributed Energy Re-
sources (DER) e.g. Electric Vehicles (EVs), combined heat and
power (CHP) units, electric water heaters and storage units are
potentially providers of ﬂexibility services, also referred to as de-
mand response (DR). Different from the traditional view of elec-
tricity use at the distribution level, residential electricity con-
sumers could be activated to respond on a trigger, which could be
for example a price. In order to enable DER participation with the
provision of demand response, smart metering together with al-
ternative contracting and pricing methods are important require-
ments [27,32]. Furthermore, from a technical perspective, invest-
ments in distributed intelligence, distributed automation and in-
home energy management could further facilitate the efﬁcient
operations of appliances connected at the distribution grid.
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fect the operations of different DER and the resulting business
cases for DER ﬂexibility provision.
Renewable energy resources create important system beneﬁts
if they replace conventional generation resulting in decreased
overall emissions. However, for system operation, RES increases
risks because of unpredictable production patterns. Therefore RES
require ﬂexibility services like back up generation to supply for
balancing needs of the non-supplied demand. Next to those tra-
ditional methods of system balancing, demand response and sto-
rage can potentially supply the system with ﬂexibility services.
Storage units are potentially beneﬁcial for electric energy time-
shift, power supply capacity and transmission congestion relief
[33].
Next to the previous named developments regarding the
variability of RES generation, the distributed nature of generation
and the change of demand from static to responsive, other de-
velopments affect the way in which distribution grids require
decentralized management. An important one relates to the elec-
triﬁcation of transport with the electric vehicle (EV). The EV de-
velopment is important because EV charging may signiﬁcantly
increase electricity consumption at distribution grids during peak
periods, potentially jeopardizing security of supply due to con-
gestion and voltage issues [34,35].3. Distributed Energy Resources as ﬂexibility service providers
within electricity systems
As described in the previous section, Distributed Energy Re-
sources (DER) e.g. Electric Vehicles (EVs), combined heat and
power (CHP) units, electric water heaters and storage units are
potentially providers of ﬂexibility services. Technically, an electric
ﬂexibility service can be deﬁned as a power adjustment sustained
at a given moment for a given duration from a speciﬁc location
within the network. Thus, a ﬂexibility service is a service char-
acterized by ﬁve attributes (see Fig. 1): its direction (a); its electrical
composition in power (b); its temporal characteristics deﬁned by its
starting time (c) and duration (d) and its base for location.
Some DER may have a single direction (for instance typical
household loads, such as water heaters, dishwashers and electric
heaters), while others have bidirectional capabilities and could
both act as consuming and producing units (e.g. EVs and storage
units).
Furthermore, the electrical composition is of importance in
order to state for what system ﬂexibility needs DER could serve,
which calls for a differentiation between power and energy re-
sources. The former have a rather low energy/power ratio. Those
DER can provide the electricity system with a high power value,Fig. 1. The attributes of an electric ﬂexibility service (except for the attribute lo-
cation) [36].but are not able to maintain this power level for a long period of
time. The latter have a high energy/power ratio and are more
appropriate to maintain a change in power level for a longer
period of time. The power resources are consequently better sui-
ted for short-term markets (e.g. on the ancillary service markets)
while energy resources are better suited for long-term markets
like balancing mechanisms and trading DR in the bulk electricity
market.
In order to compare the different DER on this criterion, we
deﬁne the max power temporal ratio tr (expressed in time) as the
maximum duration a DER can sustain its maximum power varia-
tion with respect to its nominal power. For some DER types, this
parameter can be computed by dividing the allowed energy range
by the maximum power capacity (e.g. considering a stationary
battery with a charging/discharging power equal to 10 kW and an
energy capacity equal to 50 kW h, we ﬁnd tr ¼ 5 h). For some
other DER, it may be related to physical characteristics (for in-
stance for a water heater with thermic inertia, we may ﬁnd
tr¼30 min). The lower this value, the more the DER can be con-
sidered as a capacity type DER, and vice-versa. This variable is
intended to provide insights on differences between DER cate-
gories, although there is not a singular value for all DER in such
category, simply because this is technology speciﬁc. Obviously,
individual power and energy ratings are also of paramount im-
portance; they will characterize the contributions of each in-
dividual DER. However, because DER will be gathered into ag-
gregations to provide grid services, we ﬁnd that tr is more in-
sightful to characterize DER abilities to provide capacity- or en-
ergy- related grid services.
Furthermore, the availability (in time) is a constraint that dis-
tinguishes the average number of hours during which DER could
provide services to the system. Some resources may only be
available during speciﬁc periods of time – for instance EVs are
most likely to be available from 6 PM to 6 AM. In order to compare
the ﬂexibility providing units on this criterion, we compute for
each of the DER the ratio ar deﬁned as the average number of
hours during which the unit is available divided by the total
number of hours in a week. As for the previous criteria, we aim to
provide insights in expected values to compare different DER, al-
though in reality similar DER may offer different availability times.
Besides the average availability over one week, the speciﬁc period
of time when the DER is available is also a crucial parameter.
However, because this criterion is case dependent on the re-
spective end user, we are not able to provide representative gen-
eral estimations for this parameter.
Additionally, the activation time refers to the aspect that some
resources may be able to adjust their power much quicker than
other sources. Generally, almost all electric appliances have a fast
activation time, ranging from the order of a second to one minute,
except for CHP units which have longer ramping times [37]. Lastly,
the location of DER is of importance for the supplied nature of the
required demand response. For example, locational speciﬁc de-
mand response could be of interest for local congestion manage-
ment or distributed generation (DG) optimization. Table 1 pro-
vides an overview of common DER and their characteristics. The
table is divided in different types of DER; consumption, bi-direc-
tional and generation.
3.1. Consuming DER: residential loads
New generation LED lightings could adapt their power con-
sumption to required grid power variations [38]. Future LED sys-
tems could undergo system power variations up to 35% while
humans would only perceive a variation of 15% in light intensity
[38]. This would be particularly interesting for public lighting. On
the contrary, older lighting systems do not have those abilities
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C. Eid et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 64 (2016) 237–247240[38,40], since changing their power consumption would have
serious impact on their luminous capability. LED lighting systems
can maintain this power variation for a signiﬁcant period of time
and therefore can be considered as energy type ﬂexibility re-
sources. However, their potential power modulation is relatively
low in absolute values – LED lighting bulbs consume 75% less
energy than conventional bulbs [47]. Their predictability is rela-
tively good (for instance public lighting has very precise operating
hours), while their availability highly depends on the usage con-
sidered. Typical lightings would be turned on from a few hours a
day during peak hours to 12 h a day, thus we ﬁnd 0.2oaro0.5. It
should be noted that this criterion is highly seasonal dependent.
Residential appliances, such as water heaters, washing ma-
chines, electrical heaters and air conditioners have rather low max
power temporal ratios tr; changing the power consumption of most
of these units impacts their primary usage. The latter can range
from a few seconds (e.g. for cookers) to about a dozen of minutes
(electric space heaters) [40], thus providing a maximum temporal
ratio of 5 sotro15 min. Their availability depends a lot on the
appliance considered: whereas electric space heaters have a good
availability (0.4oaro1) due to the fact that they are turned on for
long periods of time, washing machines have a very limited one
(aro0.1) as they are typically turned on once every two days for
two hours [48,49]. Similar rationale applies for their predictability
[41,50]. Heat pumps coupled with thermal energy storage stand
out in this category; theirmax power temporal ratio can reach up to
3 h without any inconvenience for end-users [51], making those
units suited for longer grid services such as peak shaving.3.2. Bi-directional DER: electrochemical storage and EVs
Storage units are potentially beneﬁcial for electric energy time-
shift, power supply capacity and transmission congestion relief
[33]. Electrochemical Energy Storage (EES) units have a perfect
availability and predictability (arE1). Whether they should be
considered as energy type or power type resources depend on their
power density and energy density characteristics, both parameters
being much related to the type of battery technology, e.g., Li-ion,
Ni-MH and Ni-Cd [42]. Thus, it is possible to ﬁnd EES units for all
kind of applications, from very-fast high-power responding units
(such as supercapacitors, trE4 s) to energy type chemical bat-
teries (such as Li-ion batteries, trE10 h) [42].
Most Electric Vehicles1 on the roads today have a battery ca-
pacity of around 20 kWh2. Theirmax power temporal ratio depends
on the power of the charging station they are plugged in. Typical
charging station powers range from 3 kW to 50 kW, leading to
approximately 30 minotro6 h. Because EVs are primarily used
for transportation, capacity type services that would not empty
the battery would be most suited. Privately owned EVs are mainly
available during nighttime and weekends (arE0.5), but the
availability could rise up to ar 4 0.9 if charging points are installed
at working places. Company ﬂeets could also be available in the
afternoons (arE0.8). EVs predictability patterns are easily fore-
seeable [45], especially when considering a ﬂeet of EVs and not a
single vehicle.1 EV market share is today rather low everywhere (except in Norway): this is
mainly due to their limited driving range, their high prices and the lack of charging
infrastructure. However, these three barriers could be overcome in the near future,
with the joint action of technology improvements and public policies
2 Nissan Leaf: 24 kW h; Renault Zoe: 22 kW h; BMW i3: 19 kW h. In the future,
battery characteristics are expected to increase signiﬁcantly, what could change the
value of EVs as DER
C. Eid et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 64 (2016) 237–247 2413.3. Producing DER: micro CHP and PV units
Micro-CHP units are small heat and electricity generating units.
They have a large availability and predictability since they are
dedicated to heat and electricity production (arE1). It is more
difﬁcult to deﬁne a max power temporal ratio for micro-CHP units
because they could produce electricity at maximum power con-
tinuously, as far as they are being supplied by the primary energy
source (mainly gas). Rather, their availability to maintain a change
in their electricity production will be based on economics con-
siderations. The control strategies of micro-CHP units are likely to
take into account energy costs [37] in their economic balance.
Therefore, micro-CHP units would ﬁt in the energy type category.
PV units are different from the others, in the sense that their
production output cannot be controlled – however, with smart
inverters, PV production can be curtailable and, considering ag-
gregation across multiple sites, PV aggregations could even pro-
vide downward and upward reserves. The units produce electricity
between 6 and 10 h a day depending on their location. Generally
production forecasts can be achieved a few hours ahead [46] for
single units. However, the predictability improves with the ag-
gregation of many solar units rather than individual units (similar
to EV ﬂeets as discussed above).3 Information on Voltalis via: www.voltalis.fr4. Markets for electric ﬂexibility trading
Traditional electricity systems are managed in a top-down
manner, meaning that generally large generation units connected at
high voltage levels feed in electricity for electricity consumers that
are located at all other voltage levels. Flexible generation units
(mostly hydro units, gas and coal ﬁred power plants) are besides
providers of bulk electricity supply, also providers of electric ﬂex-
ibility by means of upward and downwards adjustments. Those
adjustments could be incentivized by for example capacity con-
tracts with the System Operator (SO) for automatic adjustments.
Besides generation, also consuming units might be suppliers of
electric ﬂexibility. In the United States demand response is largely
applied in many markets, for example with the Regional Trans-
mission Operator (RTO) of Pennsylvania-New Jersey and Maryland,
shortly named PJM [52]. France and the United Kingdom (UK) are
important frontrunners in Europe regarding developments with
demand response [53]. In France, already before sector liberal-
ization, demand response activity was triggered by the electricity
utility EDF for industrial electricity customers. These units re-
ceived dynamic tariffs that incentivized consumption shifting.
Table 2 provides an overview of the most common traditional
markets for electricity trading in the short and long term, based on
the French trading time periods. The next sections describe in
further detail examples of demand side ﬂexibility applications
worldwide. Please note that the examples presented here are not
meant as an exhaustive review, rather as representative examples.
There are more existing examples than those presented markets
for DER participation in system ﬂexibility.
4.1. DER trading for ancillary services
Ancillary service markets are in place in order to manage
transactions for upward or downward adjustments in the short to
very short term. These markets are organized very close to real-
time and require automated load adjustment. In France ancillary
service markets are organized shorter than 30 s before real-time for
Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR, also named primary re-
serve), below 15 min for Frequency Restoration Reserves (FRR, also
named secondary reserve) and lastly Replacement Reserves (RR,
tertiary reserve) for system balancing between 13 min-2 h beforereal time (see Table 2). In the United States (US) and UK numerous
projects present examples of DER ﬂexibility provision within an-
cillary service markets [44,54]. Due to the fact that individual DER
do not provide sufﬁcient reliable electric ﬂexibility to be tradable in
markets, aggregation is required in order to trade in organized
markets. In the US, the REG-D (Dynamic Regulation) signal is used
for activating fast responding resources like ﬂywheels and sta-
tionary batteries [55,56]. Furthermore, within the Delaware EV
project this signal is used for activation ﬂexibility from aggregated
EVs. In this project an EV aggregator acts as an intermediary ﬁrm
between PJM (the regional transmission operator) and ﬂexibility
service providing EVs. This aggregator sells a certain amount of
capacity to the grid operator and bids this in the hourly auction for
frequency regulation and for the available power capacity ($/MWh)
[44,57]. When participating in the frequency regulation market, EVs
receive the REG-D dispatch signal from PJM and are remunerated
accordingly. If the regulation service offered by the Delaware EV
aggregator has not met with the performance thresholds over a
speciﬁed time period in terms of correlation (delay) and precision,
PJM is allowed to penalize and disqualify the aggregator [58, 84].
4.2. DER trading for system balancing and network congestion
management
Markets for balancing services are arranged longer before real-
time than ancillary services and do allow aggregated ﬂexibility re-
sources to participate in places in the United States and Europe. In
the US, for example, through the Boston based aggregator EnerNOC,
demand response suppliers can trade their ﬂexibility in balancing
markets [58]. In Germany, many industrial loads are directly parti-
cipating in the balancing mechanism; however, for aggregated loads
still many barriers exist to participate within the balancing markets
[59]. In the French system such barriers have been lowered by the
reduction of the minimum bidding capacities for balancing services
from 50 to 10 MW in order to motivate the entrance of smaller en-
tities like aggregators to participate in balancing mechanisms [53].
Differently, for network congestion management a French ex-
ample of small load aggregation is the aggregator named Voltalis.3
Customers contracted with Voltalis receive a free box installed in
their home named Bluepod, which reduces their electric heating
device operation in short time intervals when Voltalis receives a
signal from the TSO. The dispatch signal is mostly related to en-
dangered electricity supply sufﬁciency in Brittany (a poorly inter-
connected French region) and network limitations. Customers who
have the box installed are automatically enrolled, but can opt-out
at any time by pushing a button on the device and use their
electric heater as usually. Voltalis as an aggregator is able to trade
the aggregated ﬂexibility in different markets like balancing
markets and demand response mechanisms of the TSO. The cus-
tomers observe a reduction of their normal electricity bill due to
those interruptions in electricity consumption for heating, how-
ever do not receive extra payment for their provided ﬂexibility.
In Sweden the DSO can incentivize load shifts by the provision of
Time of Use (TOU) prices in order to defer network investments or
decrease congestion by incentivizing the customer to shift the load
away from peak moments [60,61]. Different from the previous ex-
amples, the DSO does not trade this ﬂexibility within a market for
congestion management or deferred network investments, but this is
a direct incentive arrangement between the DSO and electricity users.
4.3. DER trading in spot markets and generation capacity markets
In the United States, demand resources can also participate in
Table 2
Markets for electric ﬂexibility trading related to DER possibilities.
Time
frame
Technical system ﬂex
need
Trading
mechanism
Capacity or
Energy
trade?
Notiﬁcationa before
real time
Suited DER type Locationb
DER
connection
Examples of DER trading/in-
centive in traditional cen-
tralized markets
Ancillary Services Primary Reserves
(FCR)
Capacity o30 s (automatic) EV's, residential loads,
continuous loads, EES
Transmission
and
Distribution
UK: Demand Response with
dynamically- controlled
refrigerators [54]
Secondary Reserves
(FRR)
Capacity o15 minutes
(automatic)
EV's, residential con-
tinuous loads, electrical
heating, EES
Transmission
and
Distribution
USA: EVs and stationary
batteries for frequency
regulation in PJM [44,56]
System balancing Balancing mechan-
ism (Tertiary re-
serves, RR)
Energy and/
or Capacity
13 min  2 h EV's, EES, CHP units Transmission
and
Distribution
Germany: industrial loads
participate in balancing
mechanism [59]
USA: aggregators can trade ﬂex-
ibility in balancing markets [43]
Network constraints/
Network capacity
planning
Transmission con-
gestion
management
Energy 13 min  2 h with bal-
ancing mechanism or
separate
large EV coalitions, EES,
CHP units
Transmission
and
Distribution
France: congestion management
is traded in balancing market [66]
And the Voltalis load manage-
ment of residential heating
devices [36]
Distribution con-
gestion
management
Energy or
Capacity
No dedicated market
found
EV's, residential loads,
electrical heating, EES
Distribution Sweden: distribution Time-of-
Use pricing for residential users.
[60]
Spot market energy
trading
Intraday market Energy 1  24 h Aggregated loads Transmission
and
Distribution
Elbas intra-day market (Nordic
region) opened to DR [67]
Day ahead market Energy 24  48 h Aggregated loads Transmission
and
Distribution
France: The NEBEF mechanism
allows trading of DR in spot
market [68]
USA: Some wholesale markets
allow DR trading, such as in PJM
[69]
Generation Capacity
planning
Capacity Market Capacity Year ahead Aggregated loads Transmission
and
Distribution
USA: DR is participating in capa-
city markets in PJM, ISO-NE, NY-
ISO [63,70]
France: DR trading in capacity
markets is foreseen in 2017. [65]
Capacity Payments Capacity Year ahead Aggregated loads Transmission
and
Distribution
No evidence found.
a Note that these time values relate to the French system and can be different elsewhere.
b This paper focused mainly on ﬂexibility provision from DER connected at distribution level. However if no example of DER ﬂexibility provision at the distribution level
was found for speciﬁc markets, the table presents examples of large industrial units for this purpose.
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(CSP) is the entity responsible for DR activity for electricity con-
sumers in the PJM wholesale markets [62]. Demand response was
growing relatively quickly due to supportive Order 745 which settled
prices for demand response equal to that for generation in wholesale
electricity markets [49]. DR is a major supplier of capacity in most U.
S. capacity markets like PJM, ISO-NE, NY-ISO [52,63,64].
As the ﬁrst one in Europe, the French system provides a pos-
sibility for demand response trading within spot markets. This is
possible since 2014 wherein demand response can be traded in the
day-ahead market through the NEBEF mechanism.4 In 2017 it is
foreseen that DR will also be tradable in capacity markets in
France [65]. Furthermore, the French TSO organizes an annual
tender dedicated speciﬁcally to DR providers.5. Incentives for efﬁcient operation of Distributed Energy
Resources
Price signals can play an important role in incentivizing efﬁ-
cient interactions from network users [1]. The literature of tariff
design shows the complexity of incentivizing efﬁcient interactions4 See https://clients.rte-france.com/lang/fr/clients_distributeurs/services_cli
ents/effacements.jsphowever, due to the many different principles that should be taken
into account. Those principles include efﬁciency, equity, simplicity,
consistency, transparency, stability and additivity [71–73]. Possi-
bilities with smart metering and real-time pricing allow for the
increase of cost causality with tariff design, meaning that the
electricity prices reﬂect the actual costs that are being occurred
when delivering the service. A number of approaches have dealt
with this topic during the last years, considering the impact of an
increasing deployment of DER [1,19,24,74–76]. However, dynamic
prices could result in trade-offs for the stability and transparency
principles of the tariffs for residential users. Therefore, for fre-
quently changing prices, it could be preferred to use direct control
or automation in order to increase reliability of the demand re-
sponsiveness. Furthermore, due to the fact that each DER has its
own technical requirements and abilities to provide ﬂexibility
services, a non-singular approach is suggested; rather, a combi-
nation of for example tariffs, contracts and direct control should be
considered.
Broadly speaking, a distinction is made between price based
and controllable methods for demand response, also referred to
as price based and interruptible demand response [77] or as direct
and indirect methods of load modiﬁcation. Next to tariffs there-
fore, direct control and other contract arrangements are methods
by which efﬁcient operation of DER could be incentivized.
5 See http://residential.edf.com/energy-at-home/offers/electricity/tarif-bleu-
56121.html
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Price-based demand response is incentivized by exposing the
DER owner to a time-varying electricity rate, also called a dynamic
rate. The theory of dynamic tariffs for demand response has al-
ready been discussed in 1989 by David and Lee for large industrial
electricity users [78]. Table 3 presents an overview of those tariff
options with deﬁnitions. In this table, a distinction is made be-
tween basic dynamic pricing options and those that speciﬁcally
incentivize adjustments of users' normal consumption patterns
(also called baseline consumption adjustments). The basic pricing
options leave more freedom to the user, without requiring extra
information on baseline consumption levels. Options for such
pricing methods are 1) Time-of-Use pricing (TOU), 2) Real-Time
Pricing (RTP) and 3) Critical Peak Pricing (CPP). An extreme and
one-sided economic approach on settlement of incentives for DER
management would be the application of real-time nodal pricing
that would incorporate both grid and supply constraints at each
moment in time, incentivizing upward or downward adjustments
for all DER [79].
Furthermore, the more speciﬁc incentives for baseline adjust-
ments are 4) Peak Time Rebates (PTR), 5) Interruptible capacity
programs (ICAP) and 6) Emergency demand response [80]. Those
options require baseline consumption information penalizing or
remunerating for speciﬁc load adjustments. With RTP, the user
receives a changing price per time step (for example 15 minutes)
and the customer will shift electricity consumption accordingly.
With critical peak pricing, only in speciﬁc hours per day a higher
price is presented to the customer. Electricity customers receive an
ex-ante notiﬁcation of these moments in time and can therefore
plan their consumption [81]. Critical peak pricing together with
the options for baseline adjustments are speciﬁcally incentivizing
the shift of electricity consumption away from a speciﬁc moment
in time. A driver for such incentives could relate to, for example,
high wholesale market prices or jeopardized system reliability
[81].
5.2. Direct load control for DER management
Different from the price based approaches in Section 5.1 where
the customer is free to decide in real-time regarding the supply of
ﬂexibility, direct control methods are more contractual and in-
troduce obligations for the ﬂexibility supply [47]. With con-
trollable or incentive-based DR, the system operator, aggregator or
even retailer could make the end user agree to automatically
control (upward or downward) the operation of the DER appli-
ance. This control could be price driven, like in wholesale or bal-
ancing market trading of ﬂexibility. Differently, this could be di-
rectly to avoid reliability problems like network congestions [30].
In the PJM market, direct control is managed by the curtailment
service provider [50]. This means that a central actor has direct
access to the load and is able to reduce or increase this as required
for the system and/or for portfolio management purposes. Load
shedding refers to the “switching off” of entire network zones from
electricity supply in order to sustain total system operation [80].
With brown outs, the system operator slightly reduces frequency
in order to reduce the needed electricity transport capacity and
generation capacity but to maintain electricity supply quality
within limitations [85]. Consequently, direct control methods are
probably more suited for short-term provision of ﬂexibility ser-
vices and services which require a very precise location of acti-
vation like voltage control and congestion management. Table 4
provides an overview of different incentives presented in Section 5
and relates them to their suitability to DER types and markets for
ﬂexibility.5.3. Techno-economic alignment of incentives
Depending on the type of DER, certain incentive or control
might be appropriate to support interactions that take into ac-
count the technical attributes of the DER ﬂexibility. Taking into
account the technical activation time of DER and possible in-
centives, Table 4 provides an overview of appropriate incentives or
control methods within existing trading platforms for trading DER
ﬂexibility. For grid interactions which require response between
1 to 30 min before real-time, direct load control would be suited in
order to secure response of this DER. Appropriate DER for such
short notiﬁcation time periods would be most DER except for CHP
units due to their longer ramp-up times, although capacity-type
DERs would be more efﬁcient than energy-type DERs. Furthermore,
PV units would not be dispatchable due to their generation de-
pendence on weather conditions; however, in combination with
storage ﬂexibility trading could be enabled. For longer notiﬁcation
times of 30 min to 1 h, all other pricing methods could be suited
and decisions should be further dependent on socio-economic
factors like user characteristics of price elasticity and the avail-
ability of home automation. All DER types would be appropriate
for supplying ﬂexibility for longer than 1 h of activation time,
except for short-term duration batteries or other short-term en-
ergy storage. For the very long term, critical peak pricing and time
of use pricing are appropriate due to the possibility to settle those
prices on a yearly basis, as this is the case in France with the tempo
tariff.5 Similarly, contractual arrangements are also appropriate for
long-term capacity products, as done under PJM regulation [69].6. Discussion
This paper has provided an overview of DER and their technical
abilities to provide ﬂexibility services for system needs. The ef-
fective use of ﬂexibility from DER requires taking their technical
characteristics into account and those of the existing trading
platforms. However, the practical usefulness of incentive design is
strongly dependent on socio-economic factors. Examples of such
aspects are normal consumption/production patterns, perspec-
tives on sustainability, investment costs for enabling technologies
like smart metering and in-home automation, and the price elas-
ticity of the end user or DER from whom ﬂexibility is being de-
manded [86]. When designing effective incentives for ﬂexibility
from for example EVs or privately owned CHP units, socio-eco-
nomic factors are of crucial importance.
6.1. The transition towards decentralized system operation
Besides the socio-economic context, also the regulatory en-
vironment of the electricity system at stake will affect the deci-
sions for appropriate signals for ﬂexibility. Flexibility trading op-
tions shown in this paper are all presented in the framework of
centralized system management, generally under responsibility of
the system operator. However, decentralized management ap-
proach could open up possibilities for locational pricing, local
balancing and optimization at the distribution level [2,8,87].
Consequently, DER penetration could call for alternative trading
models that focus on efﬁcient ﬂexibility trading for electricity
ﬂows at the lower distribution levels. Attempts have already been
made with for example a local aggregator [26]. Besides the fact
that decentralized management would yield beneﬁts from more
cost-causality based incentives, it could also encourage a new
Table 3
Possible dynamic pricing options for DER management [78,82,83].
Basic Dynamic Pricing Options Speciﬁc incentives for baseline adjustment
Time-Of-Use
(TOU)
Fixed electricity prices
for different time
blocks within a time
period
Peak time rebates
(PTR)
A rebate when electricity is re-
duced compared to baseline
consumption, within certain
hours in a year.
Real-Time-
Pricing
(RTP)
An hourly rate de-
pending on the day
ahead real-time price
of electricity
Interruptible Capacity
Program (ICAP), Inter-
ruptible load
A rebate when electricity is
reduced below a baseline
value.
Critical Peak
Pricing
(CPP)
High electricity price
periods for certain
(ﬁxed) days of time
within a year
Emergency Demand
Response
Mandatory commitment to
reduce load, with penalties if
not supplied.
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Table 4.
Relationship between notiﬁcation times, appropriate incentives and markets for DER ﬂexibility trading.
Notiﬁcation time before
real-time
Appropriate incentives or control method for
DER management
Related markets for electric ﬂexibility
tradinga
Appropriate DER
o One minute Direct control Frequency control (primary, secondary,
tertiary reserves), voltage control
EV, Continuous loads (heating/cooling, light-
ning), EES
1–15 minutes Direct control Network restoration, voltage control EV, Continuous loads (heating/cooling), EES
15–30 min Direct control Network restoration (HV/LV), Balancing
market, Portfolio balancing
EV, EES, CHP units Continuous loads (heating/
cooling), dispatchable loads
1 hour Direct control, ICAP, Emergency demand response,
Real time pricing, Peak time rebates, Critical Peak
Pricing
Balancing market, Network Congestion
Management
EV, EES, CHP units Continuous loads (heating/
cooling), dispatchable loads
1  48 hour Direct control, ICAP, Emergency demand response,
Real time pricing, Peak time rebates, Critical Peak
Pricing
Spot Market (Day ahead and Intraday
market)
EV, EES, CHP units Continuous loads (heating/
cooling), dispatchable loads, PV units with
storage
Year ahead Critical peak pricing, Time of use pricing Deferring network investments (HV/
LV), generation investment peak
reduction
EV, EES, CHP units Continuous loads (heating/
cooling), dispatchable loads, PV units with
storage
a Composed with insight from report [92].
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towards an “active energy citizen” [86]. Therefore, the use of cen-
tralized markets for DER management might be seen as a transi-
tion phase towards possibly a decentralized techno-economic
management approach of the electricity system [88,89]. Fig. 2
presents a conceptual presentation of the arrangement of such a
decentralized system based on possible system challenges and
opportunities with DER integration.
6.2. Settlement of incentives and control: which roles for different
actors?
Depending on the electricity market design and the level of
sector liberalization, one or more of the actors in the sector could
decide on (dynamic) tariffs, direct control and other ﬂexibility
enabling methods. Insights in the role(s) of the DSO, electricity
retailer, supplier, (independent) aggregator and third parties are
crucial to effective incentive design. Some challenges that arise
have never been dealt with before, as for example the ones related
to load aggregation. Due to the fact that there are minimum bid-
ding values for the balancing and other markets, DER should be
bundled to simultaneously provide signiﬁcant tradable amounts of
ﬂexibility in those other markets. However, when aggregation is
being conducted by independent aggregators, this could compete
with balance responsibility programs of electricity suppliers from
whom the initial electricity was procured [90]. Furthermore, it
should be taken into account that multiple actors could want to
procure ﬂexibility at the same time for a different direction. This
for example is the case when the network is congested, however
the electricity prices are low. Thus, cooperation between TSOs and
DSOs, and DSOs with retailers or other market parties should be
improved, so that simultaneous procurements of ﬂexibility ser-
vices would not happen to be counterproductive. Therefore, en-
abling ﬂexibility from distributed energy resources requires an
holistic perspective of roles and responsibility. An approach for
this has been presented with the Universal Smart Energy Frame-
work (USEF) [90].67. Conclusions
This paper presented a review of existing Distributed Energy
Resources' (DER) abilities to provide ﬂexibility services and re-
viewed options to incentivize this service provision. With a central6 For the complete documentation of this framework, see www.usef.orgmanagement approach on electricity systems, ﬂexibility services
from DER could be traded within traditional markets for securing
reliability of supply. Due to the fact that each ﬂexibility source has
its own technical abilities to provide ﬂexibility services, the au-
thors of this paper argue that utilization of DER ﬂexibility services
require a non-singular approach. Depending on the type of DER,
therefore also a difference should be made between the appro-
priate signals, which could be a combination of tariffs, contracts
and direct control. Next to the central utilization of DER ﬂexibility
services in traditional markets (like for ancillary services, balan-
cing, and spot markets), also decentralized management of DER
could be possible through for example local markets or local ag-
gregation and optimization (see Fig. 2). The interest for this type of
management is arising, especially due to upcoming risks for over-
voltage and congestions with the penetration of distributed gen-
eration (DG) [9,10]. Such alternative management methods can be
supported with the roll-out of smart meters, distributed automa-
tion and control [27].
In this paper we focused on the provision of electric ﬂexibility
through already existing electricity markets. Even though ag-
gregated ﬂexibility trading is possible, in many places this is still
happening due to the fact that ﬂexibility markets were historically
designed for large power producers or large industrial consumers
leaving still many regulatory barriers. In order to allow aggrega-
tion of DER, policy should assist to lower those barriers and ar-
range compensation mechanisms between aggregators and elec-
tricity suppliers [90]. Further developments could allow for ﬂex-
ibility trading not only at central markets, but also at local levels in
which locational needs for ﬂexibility could reduce network capa-
city problems [91]. Questions that remain are weather there
should be one central aggregator or multiple aggregators for
providing such services [26]. A very ambitious techno-economic
approach on settlement of signals for DER management could be
based on a nodal pricing mechanisms that would incorporate both
grid and supply constraints at local levels [79]. However differ-
ently from transmission levels, this approach currently does not
seem viable due to the passive management of distribution grids
[19].
Therefore, future work should be done to include socio-eco-
nomic factors within developments of new models for ﬂexibility
management at local network levels. Socio-economic factors in-
clude consumption or production patterns, the consumer per-
spectives on sustainability, investment costs for enabling tech-
nologies like smart metering and in-home automation and the
price elasticity of the end user or DER from whom ﬂexibility is
being demanded. Furthermore, from a technical perspective of
Fig. 2. Techno-economic alignment of decentralization in electricity markets.
C. Eid et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 64 (2016) 237–247246ﬂexibility management, research should provide insight in cost-
efﬁcient DER combinations to supply ﬂexibility for speciﬁc tech-
nical system needs. Not unimportant are furthermore the roles of
traditional and new actors in the development of ﬂexibility man-
agement; especially when current regulation discourages the use
of ﬂexibility from local network users. Depending on the current
and expected challenges in electricity systems, policy should an-
ticipate the required DER transactions and incentivize arrange-
ments and market models that will beneﬁt the system from an
economic, sustainability and reliability perspective.Acknowledgements
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